
 
BODY LIBERATION: 

Building grit, resilience and community for girls and women 

Abstract 

“Humans are a varied and divergent bunch with all manner of beliefs, morals, and bodies.  
Systems of oppression thrive off our inability to make peace with difference and  

injure the rela?onship we have with our own bodies.” 
Sonya Renee Taylor’s The Body is Not an Apology 

 
 

“There comes a point where we need to stop just pulling people out of the river. 
We need to go upstream and find out why they’ve fallen in.” 

Bishop Desmond Tutu 
 

As a mental health professional, you are well aware of the body image challenges of youth and adults. 
For many, appearance is the focus of body dissaFsfacFon. For others, body esteem may be impacted by 
chronic or life-limiFng health condiFons and related body changes. And, while it is beyond the scope of 
this presentaFon, we note that for those with marginalized bodies such as individuals with transgender 
and nonbinary idenFFes, body acceptance is a fraught concept and can be considered an offensive and 
life-threatening one. The fact is, our society has deep, long-standing roots in diet and ableist culture. Diet 
culture is a system of beliefs that idolizes thinness and promotes the false noFon that thinness equates 
health. Ableism, as Emily Ladau defines it, “is aMtudes, acFons, and circumstances that devalue people 
because they are disabled or perceived as having a disability.” Both have likely had an impact on us and 
the clients we work with in both obvious and subtle ways. 

How can counselor, educutors and clinicians bring a Body LiberaFon perspecFve to our work and our 
own lives? In this presentaFon, Dr. Youngs and Dr. Johnson draw on research and applicaFons from 
LiberaFon Psychology, the Health at Every Size movement, and the Body PosiFvity movement to inform 
liberaFng clinical and social jusFce conversaFons and therapeuFc acFviFes.  

Most importantly, Dr. Youngs and Dr. Johnson provide empowering intervenFons for personal and social 
jusFce work around Body LiberaFon for our clients on this journey. Specifically, the presenters apply the 
work of the following to support clients’ empowerment:  

• Janie Victoria Ward, Professor Emerita at Simmons University 
• Sonya Renee Taylor, author and acFvist 
• Christy Harrison, author of Diet-Culture 
• Ruth King, DEI and Mindfulness expert 
• Cyndie Spiegel, author of Micro-Joys 
• Robyn Goldberg, intuiFve eaFng counselor 



 
 As we work from a Body LiberaFon stance, we work to not only make a difference in the lives of our 
clients. We seek to “go upstream,” as Desmond Tutu notes, and change the culture in which body 
oppression takes place. 

 

Goals and ObjecCves 

Learning ObjecCve 1: ParFcipants will idenFfy 3 socio-cultural factors that impact how girls and women 
feel about their bodies. 

Learning ObjecCve 2: ParFcipants will briefly describe 1 theoreFcal lens that supports the Body 
LiberaFon framework and its related clinical intervenFons. 

Learning ObjecCve 3: ParFcipants will idenFfy 3 intervenFons that they can apply with clients to foster 
Body LiberaFon. 

 

Course Schedule 

9:00 – 9:15 Welcome, What you will learn today, Our idenFty stories 

9:15 – 9:30 ExperienFal AcFvity for group learning and discussion 

9:30 – 9:45 Body LiberaFon – contribuFons from LiberaFon Psychology, Health At Every Size, Body 
PosiFvity, and Janie Victoria Ward 

9:45 – 10:05 ExperienFal AcFvity and applicaFon of a Body LiberaFon approach to the acFvity 

10:05 10:45 Tips and Tools for integraFng internal work with empowerment and social jusFce 

10:45 – 11:00  Dialogue about take-aways 
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